
Is your business ready to drive profitability?

It’s time to 
fast forward
to mobility



■  Make your legacy applications mobile
■  Meet the needs of your customers, partners and users
■  Increase employee mobility for greater productivity
■  Reduce your risk from legacy applications
■  Radically reshape IT system management for a fraction of the cost

Put yourself in the driving seat 
and take advantage of mobile 
enterprise applications faster  
with Fujitsu:



Mobile technology and modernising Legacy Applications  
are both within Gartner’s top 5 CIO Business and Technology 
priorities in 2013.

But driving business growth through mobility while delivering 
the most from IT budgets continues to be a challenge for 
most organisations. According to VDC research1, 43% of 
companies say integrating mobile devices with existing 
enterprise apps is critical.

Fujitsu Legacy Modernisation Services make it possible  
for your enterprise to go mobile and leverage the years  
of investment you have put into your applications assets.

Combining our expertise with powerful Rocket LegaSuite 
Mobile technology, we can help you build exceptional 
mobile user experiences with your existing  
enterprise applications.

Mobilise your enterprise
You understand the power and flexibility that your 
enterprise systems provide. Now you can deliver  
these capabilities to your mobile workforce with  
Rocket® LegaSuite Mobile. You can build mobile web  
and hybrid mobile applications for iOS, Android, and any 
mobile browser quickly and affordably, even if you have 
little or no mobile development experience. Connecting 
your new mobile app to your enterprise is easy with 
LegaSuite Mobile’s RESTful web services, database and 
enterprise application connectors. You get mobile apps 
in less time, with less risk, with Fujitsu’s Legacy 
Modernisation capabilities.
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Fast and intuitive development
Mobile application users drive application development. 
LegaSuite Mobile enables rapid, user-driven development, 
enabling our development team to work hand-in-hand with 
your mobile audience to create a useful mobile experience. 

Integrate with any enterprise platform
The user experience you want requires secure, reliable 
integration with your enterprise. Fujitsu’s Legacy 
Modernisation Mobile solution enables you to use your 
enterprise applications, databases and web services in a 
mobile environment. We go further than pre-built 
connectors. We can rapidly create interfaces to any 
enterprise system, capture only the business logic and data 
you need, and immediately use it in your mobile app. 

1 VDC Research Group, “X ‘as a service’—Now is Mobility’s Time” 
  www.slideshare.net/vdcresearch/x-as-a-servicenow-is-mobilitys-time



BYOD, identity management  
and data encryption
You already have an enterprise identity management 
solution. With LegaSuite Mobile, you can extend identify 
management to your mobile workforce, requiring specific 
credentials to install or use an application. LegaSuite’s 
unique enterprise application integration features can even 
secure user-specific access to enterprise systems like 
mainframes and UNIX systems. LegaSuite does not keep 
data on the mobile device unless you require it, and all 
traffic between mobile devices and your supporting 
enterprise systems can be secured.

The world has gone mobile.  
Isn’t it time your systems caught up?
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Create customised controls  
and page templates
Like a particular style of button, container, list, or page?  
We can create custom versions of any page or control and 
place them on the palette so they are available at any time. 
We can even edit all properties of the default containers, 
controls, and pages, providing the control you need.

Deploy anywhere
LegaSuite Mobile applications are based on HTML5, which 
means you can use them with any modern mobile browser 
and makes BYOD deployment easier. Using mobile 
containers, we serve iOS, Android, and Windows Phone 
platforms with hybrid mobile applications that can be 
downloaded from enterprise and public app stores. These 
applications install on the device and integrate with device 
features like local storage, location services, and the 
camera. You can also deploy LegaSuite Mobile apps as 
mobile web applications that users access through their 
mobile browsers.

Contact us to get started.

To find out more call 0870 242 7998 or email Fujitsu.

Case study

Industry:  Retail

Challenge: Bring real-time sales data from enterprise 
application to tablets

Results: Quickly developed and deployed mobile 
browser version of merchandising application to tablets 
for 100 district and regional managers and executives. 
Enables real-time data access and decision making.

With a shorter time to realisation, lower costs and 95% 
application conversion, Fujitsu’s Legacy Modernisation 
services can get your enterprise system mobile in a matter 
of months.

Now you can maximise your sales capacity, minimise your 
staff costs and mobilise your workforce in the quickest 
time possible.
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